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this software analyzes measurements by the coloripro with a set of correction programs to ensure that they are optimal for the display. this correction includes correcting for the color of the
display, but also improves it by compensation for artifacts in the screen. this is a very important feature for correcting older displays. as some animators may already have noticed if they
launched hue animation on a computer running windows today, a brand new update is available for download. this version 1.6.2 update is a major one, completely removing the quicktime

requirement from the windows edition of hue animation and addressing a number of system-specific bugs which related to quicktime on newer operating systems. when using argyllcms 1.4.0
and newer, remote measurements on a device not directly connected to the machine that is running displaycal is possible (e.g. a smartphone or tablet). the remote device needs to be able to
run a web browser (firefox recommended), and the local machine running displaycal may need firewall rules added or altered to allow incoming connections. to set up remote profiling, select

web localhost from the display device dropdown menu, then choose the desired action (e. profile only). when the message webserver waiting at http://: appears, open the shown address in the
remote browser and attach the measurement device. note: if you use this method of displaying test patches, there is no access to the display video lut [7] s and hardware calibration is not
possible. the colors will be displayed with 8 bit per component precision, and any screen-saver or power-saver will not be automatically disabled. you will also be at the mercy of any color
management applied by the web browser, and may have to carefully review and configure such color management. note: close the web browser window or tab after each run, otherwise

reconnection may fail upon further runs.
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you can change the
display target by
typing the new
target into the

target field. after
you've selected the
new target, you can

then type in the
relative values of
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the original colors
and the new target.

for instance, you
could specify that

you want the target
to be set to the

original colors and
that the target
colors are 50%

brighter than the
original colors. the

colors can be
further adjusted to
make a continuous
or step change. you
can specify a range
of colors to have a
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step change in, or
you can specify a

range of colors and
then specify how

they are to be
adjusted. for

instance, you could
specify a range of

colors to be
adjusted with a

step change, and
the target color and

the start and end
colors are specified

relative to the
original colors, so
that the target is
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set to the original
colors and then the

target and start
color is adjusted so
that the target and
the start color are
at the specified

target values and
so on. if no values
are specified, the

colors are adjusted
so that they are

either at the
specified target or

at the specified
start and end

colors. colors pro
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offers extensive
color calibration
functions, which

includes both
display calibration
and calibration of

print materials. the
latter is performed
based on srgb or
cie l*a*b* and is

called professional
color calibration.
standard display

calibration is done
using the icc profile

of your display
which is
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determined by its
manufacturer.

colors pro supports
both icc profile and

colorimeter
calibration with a
calibration target.
the profiling mode

will profile the
display from the
color calibration

tool window itself.
with the

colorimeter
calibration mode, a
colorimeter can be

used as a
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calibration target
and will profile your

display and the
colors of a color

patch of your
choice. both display

and colorimeter
calibration modes

can be used
simultaneously, and
the settings of one

can be changed
while the other is

measuring. this will
not affect the
current target

measurements, just
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the calibration
settings.
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